
Not all slumbering Old Ones lie below the earth; some lay right on the surface, waiting to be disturbed . . . 

Join us for a…    Family Reunion 
Seeped in Mythos Lore, eerie Uncle Edwin Uxbridge discovered Ulhu-Theck, a previously unknown Old One sleeping 

beneath the surface of a nearby natural meadow, which surrounds a small lake. To wake the beast he needs sacrifices, and who 

better than his dismissive family, their children, and their children’s children? He throws a family reunion and invites the entire 

Uxbridge clan, a large extended family that lives in and around Albany, New York. The provided investigators have stats and ages, 

but no specific family relations as of yet—allow your players to decide how they are related to one another, and have them invent 

an NPC or two important to them, who is also at the reunion. 

The day arrives—June 5, 1923—and at 10:00 cars full of Uxbridges arrive. The 

meadow surrounds a small lake and is bordered by woods, (see Handout #1) the 

area is slightly hilly with several hidden depressions, small clumps of trees, and nests 

of embedded rocks. Tables laden with food and booze await, and lawn games lie 

within easy reach. Before long, people are playing with their children, laying in the 

warm June sun, swimming, and laughing around the picnic tables. Uncle Edwin slips 

off, and in a hidden gulch begins the spell to awake Ulhu-Theck, which will take 8 

hours to complete. 

At the start of play, distract the players with invented conflicts with other family 

members. “There’s Cousin George, from Troy, the bastard still owes me $100!” 

“That’s Stella with her new husband, my former boyfriend!” Later, hint at small clues 

that something is wrong with the meadow. What just tugged at my croquet racket? 

How did little Timmy’s ball disappear? Add in weird and disturbing discoveries: a 

freshly cleaned rabbit skeleton, a purse from 1899, a dirty baby doll, a human femur. 

The grass ripples in waves but the wind isn’t blowing. The woods surrounding the meadow look healthy but the trees within are 

stunted and twisted. The water looks clear but tastes wrong. 

The waking Ulhu-Theck manifests through the grass, which slowly starts writhing and weakly clutching at flesh it detects on 

its surface. At 11:00, some barefoot children trip and fall. At 11:30, sun bathing Aunt Frannie screams when she realizes the grass 

she lays in has bound her outstretched hair and pinned her to the ground. One of the swimmers who had been drying himself 

stands up and a patch of skin pulls away from his calf (SAN 0/1d3). A small dog whimpers as grass twines around its paws. A 

small child runs screaming through the grass, his bare legs cut in several places. Grass entwines the tires of the cars and trucks, 

preventing them from moving, and the tires begin leaking air that hisses out through tiny penetrations. The grass becomes 

stronger. By noon it can inflict wounds (1d4/round), break wood, and crimp metal. Some of the Uxbridges climb trees, a safe 

haven’t that leaves them stranded. Others hop atop picnic tables and some of the larger boulders scattered around the meadow. 

The sun beats down overhead. As the investigators realize that the grass itself is their enemy, call for SAN rolls (1/1d6). 

By 13:00 the grass moves like waves of a living ocean (SAN 0/1d4). Some Uxbridges are likely bound within it and sliced to 

pieces by the grass’s serrated edges—their corpses are pulled into the earth, and the smell of stomach acid (like vomit) becomes 

pronounced (SAN 1/1d8). Long viney tendrils shoot out of the ground and grasp for people hiding in the trees. Cousin Percy 

screams as he is plucked from the low branches of a scraggly tree and disappears into the writhing grass. By 15:00 some of the 

hillocks start to buck and move, as Ulhu-Theck the Light Sleeper groggily comes awake. At 16:30 a tremor shakes the area and a 

large expanse of earth splits in two and becomes a large, gaping maw, (SAN 2/2d10) the water of the lake draining into its open 

mouth. Adjacent boulders tumble in, ridden by three of the Schenectady Uxbridges hiding atop them. If uninterrupted, Uncle 

Edwin finishes his spell at 18:00, Ulhu-Theck rises from the five-acre meadow—a slick, flat monstrosity with eight polypus legs—

attacks and destroys Albany before marching down the Hudson River Valley to New York City. If uninterrupted . . . 

At some point the investigators likely gain vantage points and are protected from the grass. Staying put will ultimately doom 

them; Ulhu-Theck kills everything around when it arises. They can escape if they can avoid the grass. Use the map and player 

ingenuity to devise strategies that might work. Removing a car hood and using it as a raft is a good idea. Running from spot to spot 

might work, depending on successful DEX and STR rolls. Will the investigators save the other trapped family members? Will they 

try to find hidden Uncle Edwin and stop the spell? Will they tread water in the lake until the Old One wakes and eats them all? 

The Culprits 
Creepy Uncle Edwin: DEX 50, POW 85, Brawl 35% (1d3 damage), Dodge 55%, few spells: Awaken Ulhu-Theck, Paralysis 

(freezes a PC in place), Withering, hp: 11 

Grassy Tendril: STR 50, DEX 60, Brawl 55% - Grasp (maneuver), opposed STR check to break or damage 1d3 

Grass: DEX 40, Brawl 35%, damage 1d4. 

Ulhu-Theck, the Light Sleeper: Old One. STR: 300, DEX 60, Fighting (claws) 65% - damage 6d6, Fighting (maw) 55% 

10d6, 12 points of thick skin armor, hp 250 

Uxbridges at play. 
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